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Abstract. Due to the high dynamic in Satellite Navigation, the vital restriction
for P-code Acquisition should be the Doppler frequency offset and large
uncertainty of P code. To speed up the P-code acquisition, this paper proposed a
novel acquisition method, based on the Local Frequency Folding method (LFF),
by folding local frequency cells and generating code with little burden increase.
Meanwhile, the coherent integration results storing structure of the method was
modified to fit the parallel non-coherent integration, which accelerated the
detection process of P-code acquisition. Preliminary result shows that the mean
acquisition reduces significantly, with only −2 dB degradation in detection
performance. Furthermore, it can be eliminated when the SNR exceed −10 dB.

Keywords: P-code acquisition � Satellite communication � Mean acquisition
time

1 Introduction

The direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) communication is widely used in Global
navigation satellite system. To receive the signal successfully, the Doppler frequency
offset and uncertainty of the code phase, which caused by the relative motion between
satellites and earth, should be determined by acquisition at a receiver. To achieve the
quick acquisition, the downlink information is modulated by C/A code because of its
short code period. However, the C/A code could be jammed and spoofed easily.
Considering the security, the important link such as the uplink and the military link
should take the advantages of precision code (P-code) to modulate the information. The
code-searching range of P-code acquisition is much longer than C/A code. Therefore
the traditional acquisition method is inapplicable to P-code. Meanwhile the high
dynamic phenomenon is existent generally. It is necessary to propose practical direct
P-Code acquisition method in high dynamic.

To accelerate the process of P-code searching, some direct P-Code acquisition
method were proposed [1, 3]. The Extended Replica Folding Acquisition Search
Technique (XFAST) was discussed widely [2], which extended and folded local
generated code to achieve parallel code-searching. However because of the coherent
combining loss caused by the large Doppler offset, the acquisition performance
improvement of the XFAST was still subject to frequency-search. Recently Local
Frequency Folding method (LFF) was introduced which folded local frequency cells
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together [4]. The LFF method solved the problem of coherent combining loss without
increasing the acquisition time. However, because the LFF method focused on the
efficiency of frequency-searching, the acquisition process with linear code-searching
became laborious when the P-code period was very long. As solution to this problem,
the Two-dimension Folding (TDF) method was presented in this paper which com-
bined the LFF method with XFAST to accelerate the process of code-searching of the
LFF method. Meanwhile a novel storing and detection method was proposed for the
complex coherent integration, which could accurate the detecting process significantly.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: Sect. 2 analyzes the
improvement of LFF method in parallel Doppler frequency search. Section 3 presents
the TDF method. The acquisition performance in terms of detection probability and
mean acquisition time is described in Sects. 4 and 5 demonstrates numerical results
about some important factors. Finally, the conclusion is given in Sect. 6.

2 Analysis of the LFF Method

The LFF method achieves the parallel Doppler frequency search in high dynamic
environment by folding local blocks in frequency domain. However there is lack of
research in the LFF method, only the detection probability curve and the mean
acquisition time are given. This paper will analyze the improvement of LFF method
regarding to the coherent combining loss which is the point of achieving the parallel
search.

The radio frequency (RF) signal is processed by the RF module in receiver, and the
intermediate frequency (IF) signal down-sampled to twice chip rate are multiplied by
local carrier. Than the base-band signal with the Doppler frequency offset is expressed
as:

SðkÞ ¼ DiðkÞPðkÞe½2pðfd=fsÞkþui�j þ nk; k ¼ 1; 2. . . ð1Þ

where the DiðkÞ represents the date in modulated signal. PðkÞ is the P-code. fd and fs
represent the Doppler frequency offset and twice chip rate sampling frequency. nk is the
additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN):

Traditional acquisition method do the coherent integration between the receiving
signal and local generated code. Assume that the DiðkÞ will not change in the coherent
integration process and the code delay is zero. The result is:

Ifd ¼ Diðk0Þ
Pk0 þN�1

k¼k0

cosð2pðfd=fsÞkþuiÞþ
Pk0 þN�1

k¼k0

nkP0ðkÞ

¼ Diðk0Þ sinðpfdN=fsÞ
pfdN=fs

cosð2pfd k0 þN=2
fs

þuiÞþ
Pk0 þN�1

k¼k0

nkP0ðkÞ
ð2Þ

In the Eq. 3, P0ðkÞ represent the local generated code. N is the integration point. If

we designate
Pk0 þN�1

k¼k0

nkP0ðkÞ ¼ Nk , then:
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Ifd ¼ Diðk0ÞsincðfdN=fsÞ cosð2pfd k0 þN=2
fs

þuiÞþNk ð3Þ

The amplitude of Ifd submits to sincðfdN=fsÞ. When fdN=fs ¼ K; K ¼ 1; 2; 3. . .,
sincðfdN=fsÞ ¼ 0, the gain of coherent integration disappeared. And the peak of the
correlation is lower than the noise floor [5]. The situation will happen when the
Doppler frequency offset is about 10 kHz. So the Doppler frequency space is divided to
cells, which is tested sequentially to avoid the situation happening, but acquisition
speed is decelerated.

The LFF method folds the frequency cells to solve the problem. The Doppler
frequency lies within �fdmax; fdmax½ �, then the frequency cell can be expressed as
fd ¼ �fdmax þ dfs=2N; d ¼ 1; 2; 3. . .F and the folding times F ¼ 4fdmaxN=fs. After
adding all frequency cells and sampled, the result modulated by local generated P-code
is given, where we designate hk ¼ 2pfdmaxk

fs
:

LðkÞ ¼ P0ðkÞ
XF
d¼1

e�j
2pfd
fs
k ¼ P0ðkÞðcos hk þ sin hk cot

hk
F
Þ ¼ P0ðkÞmðkÞ; k ¼ 1; 2; 3. . .N

ð4Þ

The traditional local generated code is replaced by the new sequence LðkÞ, where
the mðkÞ can be generated through two numerically controlled oscillators (NCO). So
the coherent integration result between the incoming signal and the new sequence is

given, we designate Nm;k ¼
Pk0 þN�1

k¼k0

nkP0ðkÞmðkÞ:

Im;fd ¼ Diðk0Þ
Xk0 þN�1

k¼k0

e 2pðfd=fsÞkþui½ �jmðkÞ + Nm;k ¼ Diðk0ÞRI;k0 þNm;k ð5Þ

The numerical simulation results of RI;k0 is given in Figs. 1 and 2. The results show
that the correlation peak of LFF method is more consistent than traditional method in
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Fig. 1. The correlation peaks of LFF method and traditional method in different Doppler
frequency.
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different Doppler frequencies and the amplitude of the correlation peak is sufficient.
Meanwhile the Doppler frequency of incoming signal can be detected through the
coherent integration result by Fig. 2. The simulation result proves that the LFF method
can be used to search the Doppler frequency offset parallelly in high dynamic
environments.

3 Two-Dimension Folding Method

3.1 General Method Description

The LFF method can solve the problem of coherent combining loss. However, to
achieve the fast P-code acquisition in high dynamic, the code-search process of LFF
method should be accelerated. To solve the problem the novel TDF method is pre-
sented next. Figure 3 shows the architecture of the novel method and the process of
acquisition is put as follows:

Step 1. Intermediate frequency signal is produced by Analog-digital converter (ADC).
Step 2. Incoming Intermediate frequency signal is shifted to base band by digital down
converter (DDC).
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Fig. 2. The waves of coherent integration power of LFF method and traditional method when
the Doppler frequency is 4 kHz.
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Step 3. FFT is performed on the base band signal.
Step 4. The local generated P-code is folded at the same time.
Step 5. Fold Local frequency cells together to produce a waveform, which is then
modulated by local folded code.
Step 6. The code-modulated waveform from Step 5 goes through FFT and complex
conjunction.
Step 7. Results of step 4 and step 6 are complex-multiplied and IFFT is conducted on
the multiplication results.
Step 8. The IFFT result is stored in a deinterleaver and then integrated coherently.
Step 9. Test the power of coherent integration result, and the ambiguity of the code
phase is resolved by simple correlation check.
Step 10. The Doppler offset is determined by taking FFT on the stored different
temporal IFFT results at the same code phase.

3.2 Storing and Detection Process of Coherent Integration Results

The coherent integration result by FFT will be not sufficient when the SNR of the
incoming signal is low. Therefore the non-coherent integration is necessary to amplify
the correlation result [6, 7]. Early LFF method proposed to achieve non-coherent
integration by FFT. The process of the method is showed in Fig. 4(a). P blocks of
coherent integration results are stored in the deinterleaver. Then the results in the same
code-phase are processed by P points FFT. The power of the correlation results can be
focus on a certain point among the FFT results. To complete the test of N code-phases,
there are N times FFT of P points and NP times detection to find the max FFT result. It
increased the detecting time substantially.

A novel coherent integration storing and detection process is given in Fig. 4(b),
which will accelerate the detecting process and the matched storing architecture is
showed in Fig. 5. The process is:

Step1: Write the N points of coherent integration results given by the IFFT module in
the rows of deinterleaver. Meanwhile the absolute value of the results are added into
the non-coherent integration result memory in the order of code-phase. In the same
time, the next block of coherent integration results are being computed.
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Fig. 4. Coherent integration storing and detection process
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Step2: After P blocks results added together, test the non-coherent integration results.
The index of the max result is considered as the estimated code-phase.
Step3: Read the coherent integration results at the estimated code-phase in every block
and do FFT for P point. If the max point of these FFT results exceeds the threshold, the
detection is declare and the Doppler frequency can be detected by the index of the max
point. Then resolve the ambiguity of code-phase causing by folding local generated
code. If the max point does not exceed the threshold, clear all the memories and test
next block of signal.

4 Theoretical Performance Analysis

4.1 Coherent Integration Performance

Assuming local generated code are folded X times, the local sequence is:

LxðkÞ ¼ mðkÞ
XX�1

i¼0

P0ðkþ iNÞ ð6Þ

According to the theory of pseudo-random code [8] and the analysis in Sect. 2, the
coherent integration result of TDF method when the code-phase difference s ¼ 0 can
be given:

Im;k0 ¼
Pk0 þN

k¼k0

ðPðkÞe½2pðfd=fsÞkþui�j þ nkÞLxðkÞ

¼ NþX�1
N

Pk0 þN�1

k¼k0

e½2pðfd=fsÞkþui�jmðkÞþ Pk0 þN�1

k¼k0

PX�1

i¼0
P0ðkþ iNÞnkmðkÞ

ð7Þ

Compare with Eq. 7, we can get:
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Im;k0 ¼
NþX � 1

N
RI;k0 þ

Xk0 þN�1

k¼k0

nkmðkÞ
XX�1

i¼0

P0ðkþ iNÞ ð8Þ

When the s 6¼ 0, the coherent integration result is:

Im;k0 ¼
X
N
RI;k0 þ

Xk0 þN�1

k¼k0

nkþ smðkÞ
XX�1

i¼0

P0ðkþ iNÞ ð9Þ

Because the local P-code is not correlative with noise, the Im;k0 is decided by RI;k0 .
Therefore the characteristic of the coherent integration result is similar as which is
described in Sect. 2.

4.2 Detection Probability

To calculate the detection probability, the non-coherent integration result of the signal
and noise are necessary. The non-coherent integration result can be expressed:

Iu ¼
XP
i¼1

Im;k0 þði�1ÞP
�� �� ð10Þ

Assume that N is large enough to ensure that P0ðkÞ is orthogonal with P0ðkþ sÞ.
Then the mean and variance of Iu are:

EðIu;sÞ ¼
PP�1

i¼0
Rm;iNþ 1
�� ��; s ¼ 0

0; s 6¼ 0

8<
: ¼ Su; s ¼ 0

0; s 6¼ 0

�
ð11Þ

DðIu;sÞ ¼
DðPP�1

i¼0

Pðiþ 1ÞN

k¼iN þ 1
nkmðkÞ

PX�1

j¼0
P0ðkþ jNÞÞ; s ¼ 0

DðPP�1

i¼0

Pðiþ 1ÞN

k¼iN þ 1
nkþ smðkÞ

PX�1

j¼0
P0ðkþ jNÞÞ; s 6¼ 0

8>>><
>>>:

¼
XP�1

i¼0

XN
k¼1

m2ðkÞ
 !

r2

¼ PMr2

ð12Þ

The result of the FFT of P point coherent integration result when s ¼ 0 is con-
sidered next. According to former search the, the max result will appear at No:Pfe=2fc
point of the FFT result. The mean and variance of the result are:

EðIF;s;iÞ ¼ P
PN
k¼1

e½2pðfd=fsÞkþui�jmk; i ¼ Pfe=2fc

0; i 6¼ Pfe=2fc

8<
: ¼ PS0; i ¼ Pfe=2fc

0; i 6¼ Pfe=2f

�

DðIF;s;iÞ ¼ PMr2

8>><
>>: ð13Þ
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So the peak of the non-coherent integration result cu ¼ Iu;s¼0 and the FFT result
cF ¼ IF;s¼0;i¼Pfe=2fc follow the Rician distribution. The noise of non-coherent integra-
tion result and the FFT result cn ¼ Iu;s 6¼0 [ IF;s 6¼0[ i6¼Pfe=2fc follows Rayleigh
distribution.

The threshold Vth ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2PMr2 lnðPðsÞ

fa Þ
q

is set by Constant False Alarm Rate

(CFAR) with the designed false alarm probability PðsÞ
fa [9]. Then the Detection Prob-

ability can be obtained by referencing the process in Sect. 3.2.

PðcÞ
d ¼

Z 1

Vth

½FcnðrFÞ�P�1PcF ðrFÞdrF
Z 1

0
½FcnðruÞ�N�1PcuðruÞdru ð14Þ

where PcF ðrFÞ and PcuðruÞ are the Probability Density Function the peak of the
non-coherent integration result and the FFT result of coherent integration. And the
FcnðrFÞ is the Cumulative Distribution Function of the noise of non-coherent integra-
tion result.

4.3 Mean Acquisition Time

The incoming signal is processed block by block in the TDF method. So the process
unit time is Td which in Eq. 7. Then the mean acquisition time considering single dwell
time is [10, 11]:

Ta ¼
ðg=X � 1Þð1þ jPðsÞ

fa Þð2� PðcÞ
d Þ

2PðcÞ
d

þ 1

PðcÞ
d

ð15Þ

where j is the punishment factor of false alarm and g represents the number of blocks
in each code period.

5 Simulation Results

Monte Carlo method and numerical simulation method are used to present the per-
formance of TDF method. The detection probability and mean acquisition time are
considered. The number of the coherent integration is set as 1024. The chip rate is
10.23 Mcps. According to practical situation in navigation satellite, the max Doppler
offset is 250 kHz and the false alarm probability is set below 10e(−6).

5.1 Detection Probability

Figure 6 shows the detection probability of TDF method on incoming signals with
different SNRs. The times of folding local code and frequency cells are X = 4 and
F = 256. The non-coherent integration times P are 1, 10, 20, 50 from right to left. The
detection probability is improved evidently by non-coherent integration as the curve of
P = 1 is far backward as the others. As the non-coherent integration times increase, the
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detection performance of the proposed method is improved accordingly. However,
when the integration times is larger than 50, the improvement brought in by
non-coherent integration is retarded. On the contrary, the cost of storing resource
increases rapidly and the mean acquisition time will enlarge, as showed in Fig. 7.

The detection probability of the method with different code folding times is showed
in Fig. 6. The non-coherent integration times is set at 20 which is a rational choice by
weighing the detection probability and resource cost. It can be seen that the detection
probability reduces with the increase of code folding number. However the negative
effects on of the cross-correlation diminish in high SNR which exceeds −10 dB. In this
situation, the larger folding times will accelerate the acquisition process.

5.2 Mean Acquisition Time

The mean acquisition time of the proposed method with different non-coherent inte-
gration is shown in Fig. 7, where the code folding times X = 4 and X = 1. When X = 1,
the TDF method degenerates to LFF method. There is a 6 dB difference of mean
acquisition time between TDF method and LFF method because of the decreased times
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of code-searching brought in by Folding local code and novel detection process. And
the mean acquisition time performance will be improved with the increase of
non-coherent integration times when the SNR is low. However the method with fewer
integration times will detect the signal in a shorter time by its simple calculation
process as the SNR exceeds −20 dB, according to the simulation results.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes the TDF method. By folding local generated code and frequency
cells, this method shows a way to achieve fast direct P-code acquisition in high
dynamic. The process is accelerated by the novel algorithm of generating local
sequence and detection process. Meanwhile the detection performance degradation due
to code and frequency folding is made up for by non-coherent integration.
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